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which to date have been masked by political passions.

it as an independent State, without legally being

The debate deserves clarification, in the event that

required to do so[8]. Unless an accession treaty or

secessionist trends start to rise again in the future. This

another treaty providing interim measures entering

is all the more important since the risks of contagion

into force on the same date, the legal links between

would be possible, if not likely[5].

the new State and the Union would be broken on the
day of independence: the new State would not be a

5. JHH Weiler, op cit: “Scottish
independence coupled with
simultaneous, or close to
simultaneous, membership of
the Union will provoke a domino
effect”.
6. See§ 143 of the decision of
the Supreme Court of Canada
20th August 1998 on Québec.
7. On this point see also the
decision “Quebec” in § 138, 151
and 154: the Court shows that
the right to self-determination
only exists in international
law if certain conditions are
fulfilled. It follows that this law
(“derecho de decidir” according
to the vocabulary used by the
supporters of the secession of
Catalonia) does not exist ipso
facto for any entity and that
a right such as this does not
exist in a dem-ocratic State
that respects its constitutional
structures, human rights and
minority rights, except if it is
provided for and exercised in
line with the Constitution of
the State in question. See also
the decision of the Spanish
Constitutional Court of 25th
March 2014.
8. Five EU Member States have
not recognised Kosovo: Cyprus,
Spain, Greece, Romania and
Slovakia.
9. The problems raised by
the succession of States are
amongst the most sensitive
in international law. Two
conventions have been
negotiated – with limited
success – under the aegis of
the UN: in 1978 regarding
the succession in terms of
treaties, which was ratified
neither by Spain nor the UK,
and in 1983 on the succession
of property, archives and
government debt that has not
entered into force. Issues have
to be settled on a case by case
basis. The determination of
the successor State is settled
according to objective criteria:
population and GNP are the
most important, location of the
former capital, armed forces
etc. The successor State is
linked by the treaties concluded
by the predecessor State and
remains a member of the
international organisations of
which it was part according to
the same terms (UN, NATO,
etc.). This is not the case
for the new State born of
partition which has to apply
for admission into these
international organisations and
negotiate new treaties with
third countries.
10. Participation in the
budget, number of seats in
the Committee of Regions,
and the Economic and Social
Committee, participation in the
capital of the EIB, participation
in certain Funds etc.

THE EUROPEAN LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND THE

member of the European Union.

IMPACT OF PARTITION OF A MEMBER STATE
Ipso facto, the citizens of this new State would no
The European treaties do not prohibit the

longer be EU citizens. Regarding this point European

partition of a Member State

law includes neither “vested rights” nor the “principle
of continuity”.

The possible partition of a Member State is not
mentioned in the Treaties. Article 4 § 2 of the TEU

Article 20 of the TFEU is clear: “Every person holding the

merely confirms that the power of decision about their

nationality of a Member State shall be a citizen of the

fundamental political and constitutional structure,

Union. Citizenship of the Union shall be additional and

including local and regional autonomy, belongs to each

not replace national citizenship.” It means that no one

Member State. A fortiori the same would apply to a split

can be a Union citizen without holding the nationality

into two or several independent States. This provision

of a Member State. It would be inconceivable for

adds that the EU “shall respect their essential State

this rule to be circumvented by a Member State that

functions, including ensuring the territorial integrity of

decided to grant its nationality to all of the citizens of

the State.”

a State that is not under its jurisdiction. If this were
to be allowed it would enable the citizens of a non-

This Article implies that the other Member States

member State to take part in the elections for the

do not have to recognize an entity that is under the

European Parliament and in municipal elections and to

jurisdiction of a Member State that unilaterally declares

benefit from other rights enjoyed by the citizens of the

its independence in violation of the Constitution of

EU across the territory of all other Member States, to

the State in question. An entity like this, which is not

take up residence, and to work there. According to this

recognized as a State by the Members of the Union,

theory if the UK withdrew from the EU any Member

would not be able to join the European Union. Another

State might decide to grant its nationality to British

condition set by article 49 of the TEU would also not be

citizens!

met: this Article demands the respect by the candidate
State of the “values referred to in Article 2”, among

The State from which the entity in question has

which is “the rule of law”. An entity which unilaterally

separated would become – in line with international law

declares its independence in violation of the law

– the “successor State”[9]. It would remain a member

would not respect this basic condition[6]. This would

of the European Union according to the pre-existing

notably be the case in Catalonia as long as the Spanish

conditions: participation or not in the Schengen area

Constitution remains unchanged.

and the euro zone, exemptions, budgetary rebate etc.
The number of MEPs benefiting from its citizenship and

The consequences for the EU of the scission of a

the calculation of its weight in the vote in the Council

Member State

would be adjusted in line with the rules in force, as
would other factors[10].

In the case of a scission in line with the law (national
and international[7]), the new entity would become

The new non successor State could apply to become a

a legally distinct entity, as from the date of its

candidate for EU membership as provided for in article

independence. The Member States could recognise

49 of the TEU. If the successor Member State used
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the euro as its currency the question would be if the

believed it had met the conditions in articles 49 and

new non-successor State could keep the euro as its

2 of the TEU[15], it would be able to apply to become

currency or if it should create its own currency. If no

a candidate. At the beginning of their campaign the

treaty had entered into force in due time, the latter

supporters of Scottish secession said that the new

option would be the only legal answer, but it would lead

State would “remain” an EU Member State. They soon

to complicated economic issues[11]. If the successor

realised that a treaty would be necessary. They then

State did not have the euro as its currency, then the

said that an accession treaty (on the basis of article

new State, standing as a candidate for membership,

49 of TEU) would not be necessary. In their opinion

would be obliged to establish its own Central Bank and

a revision of the treaties (on the basis of article 48)

follow pertinent provisions of the Treaties[12].

would be possible. They maintained that thesis in

that are not EU members use

spite of official responses given to questions in the

authorised by the EU: Kosovo

3
11. At present two States
the euro without having been
and Montenegro. Small states

For the EU having a new Member State would not only

European Parliament by two successive Presidents of

entail political changes. The composition and balance

the Commission, responses which are given on behalf

of every institution would be modified:

of the Commission as such. Indeed the legal point of

to use the single currency in

– on each accession of a State with a small population,

view of the Commission is correct[16]:

the EU.

the composition of the European Parliament draws

In terms of its substance the accession procedure

further away from the democratic principle of “one

should ensure that the candidate State respects the

and those that follow in the

person, one vote” [13];

conditions for becoming an EU member: respect of

13. See the jurisprudence of

• the increased number of Commissioners complicates

values, acceptance and the ability to implement the

the functioning of the Commission;

Community acquis etc. To think that this meticulous

• in the European Council and the Council the number

procedure should not be followed when a candidate

of possible vetoes increases in a Union in which many

State results from the partition of Member State would

major decisions have to be taken unanimously or by

mean that any fraction of a Member State (Sicily,

common agreement[14].

Corsica, Balearic Islands?) which become independent

inhabitants may be about

• it is obviously not a reason not to enlarge the Union but

would necessarily be seen automatically to fulfil all of

the votes of a citizen from a

“enlargement” like this would not present the political

these conditions. This would be absurd.

and economic advantages of real enlargement. The

like Monaco and the Holy See
have been given permission
an agreement concluded with
12. See notably article 131
TFEU, as well as articles 140
same Treaty .
the German Constitutional
Court notably its decision of
30th June 2009 on the Lisbon
Treaty article § 276 and those
that follow particularly article
§ 284: “the weight of the vote
of a citizen from a Member
State with a low number of
twelve times the weight of
Member State with a large
number of inhabitants”.
14. See the list in annex 8, p.
386-397, Jean-Claude Piris,

Union’s zone of political stability, and also democracy,

The procedure provided for in article 49 leads to the

the rule of law and good economic governance would

establishment of “the conditions of admission” which

not be extended to a new geographical zone. It would

according to this article, “shall be the subject of an

be of no benefit to anyone in Europe.

agreement between the Member States and the

Lisbona, Giuffré, 2013; Annex 8

• the result of scission of a Member State followed by

applicant State.” These substantial conditions come in

15. To which we might add

the accession of the now independent part of that State

addition to the changes to be made to the treaties,

the “eligibility criteria” quoted

would not be positive for the Union. On the contrary,

also provided for in article 49. Those who pretend that

“Copenhagen criteria”,

from a political point of view the European Union

all these provision can be adopted on the sole basis

would witness the weakening of one of its members

of article 48 are ignoring the conditions of substance.

and encourage its own Balkanisation; it would be more

Legally they cannot be adopted on the basis of article

difficult to govern and less able to take vital decisions

48.

The Lisbon Treaty, Cambridge
University Press, 2010 (for an
edition of this book in Italian
updated in 2013: Il Trattato di
features on p. 461-474).

in article 49, the so-called
approved by the European
Council of June 1993.
16. Moreover the procedure in
article 48 would not necessarily
be shorter than that in article
49 which does not call for
a Convention before the

rapidly.

intergovernmental conference

Unless there is an agreement as provided for in

and limits the possibility of

APPLYING FOR EU MEMBERSHIP BY THE NEW

article 49 to set these conditions, to be ratified by the

Treaties to “adjustments (that

STATE: PROCEDURE, TIMING AND STAKES

candidate State and the 28, we do not know which

The procedure to be followed

this) admission entails”. The
procedure in article 48 would

legal instrument would set the substantial conditions

allow the European Parliament,

of an accession:

the 28 Member States to put

– commitment, as any new Member State, to integrate
If the new State were to be recognized and that it

proposed changes to the EU

all of the Community acquis, which includes the
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commitment to implement a policy leading to the

provide for the unanimity in the Council but also “the

adoption of the euro as its legal tender (article 119

consent of the European Parliament, which shall act by

§ 2 TFEU) as well as participation in the Schengen

a majority of its component members,” an exceptional

area (article 7 of protocol 19 “on the Schengen acquis

condition in principle not required by article 48. As with

integrated into the framework of the EU”),

article 48 the ratification of a membership agreement

– establishment of the capacity to fulfil all commitments

by the 28 would be necessary. However in the case of

previously undertaken by the successor State (for

France the Constitution provides that the ratification of

example the UK) in the areas where the new non-

an accession treaty (after the accession of Croatia) must

successor State (for example Scotland) did not enjoy

in principle be approved by referendum[17], which is

the necessary powers at the time,

not required for a revision of the Treaties. Finally given

– possible periods of transition, exemption or safeguard

the risk of contagion and for the principle, it cannot

clauses,

be guaranteed that some Member States like Spain,

– budgetary conditions (the idea of obtaining a “rebate”

Cyprus, France, Greece, Italy, Romania, Slovakia and

similar to that enjoyed by the UK has been politically

other would easily fall in line.

excluded).
Of course, the fact that European law would already

Other issues

have been in force in a future new Member State
(or would have been in the past) would facilitate

There are many pending, difficult issues to settle in the

membership negotiations. But no fairy wand or magic

case of succession of States. The need for an amicable

trick could dispense with the adoption and ratification

agreement between the predecessor State and the new

of these necessary commitments by all Member States

State would be a vital pre-condition[18]. Let us take

and the candidate State itself.

the example of a Scotland becoming independent from
the UK. It would seem that bilateral issues, even of an

17. See article 88-5 and article

In terms of procedure the jurisprudence of the

informal nature, to be addressed between the British

European Union’s Court of Justice has established that

government and the future Scottish authorities had

the legal base set by the Treaties cannot be used by the

not been the focus of any prior negotiations before the

Union’s institutions just as they think fit. The legal base

referendum. The settlement of these key issues would

of any of the Unions’ legal acts can and must only be

have been long and arduous:

determined solely according to its aim and its content.

a) The issue of the currency would be bilateral but would

The Court has always ruled that specific articles in

also involve the Union. Any new Member State commits

the Treaties take priority over the general articles.

to the adoption of the euro as its currency as soon as

Hence article 48 does not address the admission of a

it fulfils the necessary conditions. However the Scottish

State into the European Union but the revision of the

government declared that

Treaties; it does not provide for the establishment of

the pound sterling, whilst the British government had

the conditions of admission.

rejected this possibility. Would Scotland have asked for
an exemption to the obligations of the Treaty? Would

89, 3rd sub-paragraph of the
Constitution.
18. See John Kerr, The EU
and an independent Scotland,
Centre for European Reform,
23rd July 2014: “...the EU will
adamantly refuse to mediate
between London and Edinburgh
(...). So full prior London/
Edinburgh agreement on,
for example, the division of
UK assets and liabilities, and
future currency and regulatory
arrangements, would be a
certain Brussels pre-condition
for membership”.
19. See John Kerr, op.cit.

Scotland wanted to keep

Article 49, the specific article on accession is necessary

this have been accepted? Would a declaration about

and adequate. It explicitly provides for the adoption

the intention to adopt the euro in the future – at an

within the same treaty of the two sets of measures

undecided date – have been enough[19]? And what

necessary for accession:

about the obligation to

– on the one hand, "the conditions of admission"

these arguments could be used by States that are

– on the other “and the adjustments to the Treaties

reticent about the accession in question.

on which the Union is founded, which such admission

b) The issue of the borders between an independent

entails”

Scotland and the rest of the UK would have involved

Finally the procedures provided for by each of these

the European Union directly. Any new Member State

two articles are not the same: not only does article 49

commits to be part of
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as it fulfils the necessary conditions. In principle

Solutions other than EU membership

when the time came Scotland would have to have
established border controls with the UK, notably on

If the new State failed to join the European Union

its land borders with England, since the UK is not part

it might become a candidate to join the European

of the Schengen area. Would Scotland have asked for

Economic Area and thereby join the three EEA-EFTA

exemption on this point? Probably. With good political

States (Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway). Again

will would a compromise have been found for example

negotiations would take time and would require the

with the promise to join the Schengen area if and

conclusion of an EEA accession treaty, which would

when Ireland and the UK did the same[20]? Would all

have to be ratified by the three States, the 28 and

Member States show good political will if they thought

the European Union. The other options would be less

– rightly or wrongly – that their existence might be

advantageous for the new State.

indirectly affected by a greenlight being given to

None of them would allow it to take part entirely in the

the secessionists? However a compromise like this

Union’s internal market:

would require an exemption from the Treaties, to be

– multiple agreements per sector with the EU (the

included in a Membership Treaty to be ratified by the

“Swiss option”);

28 members.

– association agreement with the EU (the “Ukrainian

c) Defence and the fate of the British bases in Scotland.

option”);

The supporters of independence had declared that

– agreement with the EU on the establishment of a

they wanted to close them and that British nuclear

customs union and free trade agreement (the “Turkish

submarines, a vital factor in Britain’s strength of

option”).

5

dissuasion, should leave.
***

d) The sharing of government debts, the State’s
heritage as well as public archives.

In both cases – Catalonia and Scotland-, neither Spain
The situation of the economic players and

nor the UK apparently consulted or informed their

citizens in the new State as long as a treaty

partners or the European institutions. However, the EU

with the EU has not entered into force

is directly involved: the division of one of its members
would affect it negatively and would entail risks for

What would happen in the event of scission between

the other Member States. The clarification of certain

one part of a Member State’s territory if neither an

issues by the EU might have helped Scottish voters

accession treaty nor an international agreement had

to make their choice as they would have been better

been concluded before independence? The government

informed. It is time to provide clear, precise information

authorities, the economic operators and both physical

about the effects of secession regarding the relations

and moral persons in the new non-successor State

of a possible new State with the EU. The respect of

would, as of the date of independence, have to adapt

traditional diplomatic conventions that emanate from

to a new situation. Likewise the situation of economic

classic international law is no longer pertinent in the

operators and

individuals of other Member States

European Union. The political interdependence between

established or permanently resident in the new State

Member States is such that the taboo of exchanging

(and vice-versa), would also be governed by new legal

views on some “internal” issues of Member States no

rights. They could continue to exercise their rights in

longer seems to be justified. Today, the budgetary

line with their contracts and according to local law.

and economic policy decisions of each euro zone

There would be neither chaos nor legal vacuum but the

member impact directly and significantly the other

situation would be difficult in some cases. Without an

zone members; the same applies to a national political

agreement with the EU in the short or midterm, the

decision as exceptional as the scission of a Member

situation might worsen.

State.

20. See John Kerr, op. cii.
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The European Union cannot ignore this. Specific

electorates involved must be aware that “entry” into

answers must be given to the issues raised by regional

the European Union, after secession is not guaranteed.

secessionism which involve the Union directly. The
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